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ABSTRACT
The physical inconsistency of geostrophic flow and small surfacepressure tendenciesis discussed. The frequently
disastrous consequences in conventional geostrophic barotropic predictionsare numerically identified by comparisons
withexperimental“semi-geostrophic”barotropic
prehctions fromwhich
the inconsistency has beenremoved.
Effects of the inconsistency of the geostrophic wind field with the equationsof motion are also quantitatively isolated
by comparisons of semi-geostrophic predictions with predictions made with wind
fields which satisfy the balance
equation. It is concluded that the principal fault of the conventional geostrophic approximation lies in the violation of the continuity equation. Its lack of the dynamic effects expressed in the equations
of motion seems also
significant, but is less important.

1. INTRODUCTION
Conventional geostrophic barotropic 72-hour predictionswere inaugurated on a daily basis bytheJoint
Numerical Weather Prediction (JNWP) Unit on September 29, 1955. The classic model of Charney [l]was the
basis for the computations. Although not always present,
the most consistent andcharacteristicerrorin
these
predictions
was
spurious anticyclogenesis, usually associated with flow around the western side of large subtropical Highs. Its maximum frequencies wereover the
southeastern coast of the United States, andin the central
Pacific Ocean. Figure 3 is taken from a typical case when
spurious anticyclogenesis waspresent over theformer area.

2. THE IMPORTANCE OF THELAW
OF CONSERVATION OF MASS
The error is related to the divergence of the geostrophic
wind, and can be traced to a particular phvsical inconsisteicy in the geostrophic baiotropic model. For
of reference the derivation of the model will be briefly
reviewed here. A model equivalent barotropic atmosphere is first created in which
437310-57-1

u=A(Z?)u’(w)
(1)

v=A@)~’(w)
are the two horizontal components of
where
and
velocity.l
The two horizontal equations of motion are integrated
with respect to pressure, p , with the verticalconvection
terms neglected. The
in isobaric
is

wheref is the Coriolis parameter and g the acceleration of
1 In order to avoid confusion in thefollowing pages,it should be understood that equations (l), which represent the basic departure of the equivalent barotropic equations from
the primitive meteorological equations are not, BS they stand,inconsistent with the p r M t h e equations. They are merely a statement of an instantaneous condition concerning
the bdimensional distribution of wind velocities. An integration in time in which it is
assumed thatthis condition is maintained is, of course, inconsistent wlth the primitive
equations. This article will not deal with this physical inconsistency of the equivalent
barotropic model when used as a predictive tool, nor
it deal with the vallaty of the
concept of an equivalent barotropic level inthe real atmosphere (Charneg P,21). In
the calculations to be discussed, the equivalent barotropic level was taken to he St 500
mb., and thevalue of K,deflned in equation (3), was set to unity.
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gravity. The functions Z and V are the values of u and v
at the level jj where A ( p ) is equal to its vertical pressure
average; i. e.,
Z=A@)U'

-1l=A@)2)'

JULY 195'7

The next step has been to turn to the real atmosphere
for two empirical facts. It has beennoted that wo is
small, andthatthe wind is nearly geostrophic. These
facts have been applied in the model by an omission of
the last term in equation(6), and by a direct substitution
into equation (6) from the geostrophic approximation,
-fi;,+gzz=o

A m = -Pi-lJp; A(P)dP
The function, P O , is the pressure at the lower boundary.
It is assumed to be constant, which is nearly true in the
real atmosphere. The function, Z, is the vertical pressure
average of the height, z, of isobaric surfaces; i. e.,

+f~i,+gZv=O

Vanishing surface pressure tendencies and geostrophic
winds,however, are physically inconsistent, for geostrophic flow would lead to large pressure tendencies at the
lower boundary which could not be ignored. This can be
-z= - p p J p o0 zap
made clear by a direct substitution from the geostrophic
approximation into Margules' tendency equation (5).
A light southerly mean wind of 10 knots would yield a
The constant, K , is related to the shape of the vertical
value of wo of 3 mb. hr.-l even at middle latitudes. The
windspeed profile, and is defined as follows.
situation is worseat low latitudes, for with a given southerly
wind component, geostrophic divergence varies as the
"pi' A2dP
cotangent of thelatitude angle. Perspicacious neglect
(3) of the last term in equation (6) largely compensates for
K=( -p; [ l A d p y
the direct substitution from the geostrophic approximation, otherwise the conventional geostrophic barotropic
Thevorticityequation
for theequivalent barotropic model would not predict as well as it does. Certain effects
atmosphere is then derived from equations (2) by cross are not compensated, however.
I n particular, the implied sink of vorticity in the condifferentiation.
vergencefield of southerly geostrophic winds explains
Tl+~(KfZ+jZ)
+v(a,+jl/)
(%+%) =o
(4) qualitativelythe spurious anticyclogenesis exhibited in
figure 3. If equation (4)is integrated over a region,
where 7 is the relative vorticity,

[

+ W+f)

"

f=v,-u,

-

JJidXdY+4;

The importance of physical consistency in the introduction of the geostrophic approximation to the wind may be
seen at this point in the derivation. The
divergence of
the geostrophic wind is
(k+T,>g=

-f'(~,fz+~,f,>

Thus, if onewere
tosubstitute from the geostrophic
approximation into the vorticity equation (4),the Rossby
term, Ejz+ZjV, wouldcancel, andthe modelcould not
properly account for thepropagation of long westerly
waves.
Proceeding with the derivation, we next introduce the
equivalent barotropic continuityequation in the form
of Margules' tendency equation.
~o=-Po(~z+~,)

(5)

Where wo is the substantial time derivativeof pressure at
the lower boundary. The vorticity equation(4) may then
be written
~ , + ~ ( ~ z + f z ) + ~ ( ~ v + f v ) - ( ~ ~ + f ) ~ O ' ~ o = O(6)

UG+f>ds=O

where & is the wind component outward and normal to
the boundary, and s is distance measured counter-clockwise along theboundary.Thusequation
(4) implies
that an increase of vorticity within a region equals the
net transport of vorticity into theregion across the boundary.Thevorticity
equation (4) is astatement of conservation in that sense.
Equation (6), on theotherhand,
if the last term is
neglected, and if the geostrophic approximation to the
wind is substituted, leads to

JJTdsd?l+$i.(KF+fl=

-~~(~~+flf-'(~~z+~,)aXaY

The conventional geostrophic barotropic vorticity equation thus implies a vorticity sink in regions of southerly
flow, and a vorticity source in regions of northerly flow.
The strength of the source is related to the right-hand
side of the preceding equation. Although initially (fig. 1)
no pronounced southerly flow was evident over southern
UnitedStates,anytendencytowarddevelopment
of
southerly flow in the prediction would lead to creation of
a sink of vorticity. It is not difficult to conceive of such
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FIGURE1.-Initial
500-mb. heights, 0300 GMT April 26, 1956.
Contours are labeled in tens of feet.
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FIGURE
2.-Verifying500-mb.
heights for 36-hour forecasts, 1500
GMT April 27, 1956. Contours
are labeled tens
in
of feet.

a sink "feeding back" to create more southerly flow, which
in turn would strengthenthe vorticitysink.
It is just
such a "feedback" mechanism which the author believes
is directly responsible for the spurious anticyclone over
South Carolina in figure 3.
It is incontrovertible that the conventional geostrophic
barotropic model is physically inconsistent in the respect
that it does not conserve mass. It is in order, therefore,
to inquire into what errors arise from this physic,al inconsistency of the model, as opposed to other inconsistencies or to the lack of correspondence of the equivalent
barotropic atmosphere (1) tothe realatmosphere. One
may makesuch an inquiry by devising a barotropic
model in which the windfield is defined as very nearly
geostrophic, but non-divergent. Such a model, which I
shall call "semi-geostrophic barotropic," does not violate
the law of mass conservation for the classes of motion in
which the surface pressure tendency is small or vanishing,
The geostrophic wind vector field shall be divided into FIGURE
3.-A
conventionalgeostrophicbarotropic
36-hour prean irrotationaldivergent part described by a velocity
diction computed from initial conditions at 500 mb. at 0300 GMT
April 26, 1956. Contours are labeled in tens of feet.
potential, Sl, and a non-divergent rotationalpart described by a stream function, s,,in the expectation that
V-V,= J,, v(gz, j") =V2S1
(9)
the non-divergent part will closely approximate the
geostrophic wind vector field, itself.
where Jz,y is theJacobianwith
respect to coordinates
x,
y. Since equations (8) and (9) are linear in the
(7)
V,=-j"V(gz)
Xk=Vs1-V&Xk
variables V,, Sl, S,, and z, the only variables appearing
which
depend on pressure, p , vertical pressure averages
where V, is the geostrophic wind velocity vector and k is
of
the
equations
may be directly indicated by barring
a unit vertical vector. The velocity potential, E,, does
those
variables.
With
the field of Z given as in figure 1,
not appear in the curl of equation (7), while the stream
equation
(8)
was
solved
for S2. Withtheintention
of
function, S,, does notappear inthe divergence of the
making
the
non-divergent
part
of
the
wind
component
equation.
a t and normal to the boundary nearly
geostrophic, the
VXV,.k=f"V2(gz)+V(gz).Vf"=V2S,
(8) boundary condition used was
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FIGURE
4.-The

initial field of yg-lS1 a t 500 mb. at 0300 QMT April
26, 1956. Theirrotationaldivergentpart
of the geostrophic
velocity vector is equal to the gradientof SI,
both in magnitude
and direction. Contours are labeled in tens of feet.

where s is dist’ance measured counter-clockwise along the
boundary. The last termis necessary to close the implied
integration, and is quite small, less than oneknot. I n
order todeterminetheaccuracy
of the non-divergent
part of the geostrophic wind as an approximation to the
geostrophic wind itself, equation (9) was solved for
The boundary condition used was

sl.

FIGURE
5.-A

semi-geostrophic barotropic 36-hour prediction corn.
puted from initial conditions a t 500 mb. a t 0300 GMT April 26,
1956. For predictionpurposes the wind field was defined by
means of the gradient of 8 2 , according t o equation (10). Contours are labeled in tens of feet.

Without violating thecontinuityequation
(5), while
making use of the empirical facts of near-vanishing
pressure tendency a t the lower boundary and the quasigeostrophic nature of atmospheric flow, we may approximate the wind field by means of the stream function &.

V=-VR.Xk

A substitution from equation

(10) into equation (4); or
equivalently, a substitution from equation (10) first into
equation (5) andthenintoequation
(6) yields for the
baro tropic mechanism

bv2B~+Jt.IY[~2,(KV*B2+f)]=0
at

where n is distance measured outward and normal to the
boundary. Figure 4 shows the field of jq-l Rl, where ,7
is the value of the Coriolis parameter at 45’ latitude.
The largest irrotational wind velocity measured on figure
4 is less than6 knots. The non-divergent part of the
geostrophic wind as given by the stream function, s2,is
therefore nearly the same as the geostrophic wind itself;
and equation (8) shows that
is a complete accounting
of the geostrophic vorticity.2

V2s2

(10)

(11)

Figure 5 shows a 36-hour prediction of z, according to
the system (11). The spurious anticyclogenesis over the
southeastern coast of the United States has indeed been
markedly suppressed. Numerical experiments with other
cases have verified that the use of & to define the flow
invariably leads to marked suppression of spurious
anticyclogenesis. The conclusion
seems
inescapable.
Spurious anticyclogenesis in conventional geostrophic
barotropic forecasts arises, in the main, from the violation
of the law of conservation of mass implicit in the conventional geostrophic barotropic equations.

~~

:In geostrophic barotropicpredictions, vorticityisconventionallyevaluatedwithout the
term V ( g z ) . V p . That is, the approximation, us-uy=f-~V3(gz), is made. To eliminate
experimentally this approximation as a possible source of spurious anticyclogenesis, a
prediction was made in which SPwas computed from the equationVZSz=f-*Vz@z). The
case was again 0300 OMT April 26, 1956. The result at 36 hours showed even less anticyclogenesis overthe southeastern coast of the United States than the& forecast in flgure
6 does. The important point of this article is that any non-dioergent estimate of the wind
fleld, within reason, will result in the virtual elimination of the spurious anticyclogenesis
of geostrophic predictions.

3. THEBALANCEEQUATIONANDTHE
BAROTROPICMODEL
Having derived the equivalent barotropic equationsof
motion (2) and theequation of continuity ( 9 , and specifying a vanishing pressure change at thelower boundary, in
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principle one need not make any further approximations.
The three equations (2) and ( 5 ) in that circumstance are a
complete set in the three unknowns Z, E, and z'. For convenience we shall replace equation (5) in the set with two
equivalent equations relating thevelocity components to a
fourth unknown, the stream function, 7,

-

u=

-

-*"-

(12)

v=+Tz

One can now reduce the four equations (2) and (12) to
one equation in the one unknown, T. The result is the
familiar barotropic equation for non-divergent flow.

+

v2L

Jz.

,[3, W 2 J + f ) 1=o

(13)

In the practice of numerical weather prediction, we do
not have observations of F. Both winds and heights of
pressure surfaces are observed, but the observed winds
are used only as diagnostic information in the analysis of
fieldsof z. Having a field of .E for initial time, one may
treat the four equations (2) and (12) to obtain a single
equation relating Z and F. Theresult is the balance
equation (Petterssen [3], Charney [4],Bolin [5,6], Shuman [7]).
"

f(Tzz+7,,>

-2G%-*zzjl/,y)

-

FIGURE
&--The fieldof the difference 3-1(+&)
a t 500 mb. a t
0300 GMT April 26, 1956. # wascomputedfrom
the balance
equation (14) using the 500-mb. heights for z. ij'~was computed
from equation (8). Contours are labeled in tens of feet.

center of circulation toward the center of the chart is
forced by the boundarycondition used in thecomputation

+

J.zfi+~,~,-g(~zz+~.yY)=O

(14)

Equation (14) differs from previous derivations of the
balance equation in the appearance of K, which is a part
of theequivalentbarotropicequations
of motion, but
which has been set equal to unity in all of our cornputabions. The geostrophic approximation may
thus
be
entirely avoided, except perhaps in lateral boundary conditions for the solution of equation (14), and then only in
integrations over limited areas of the earth.
Upon integrating the balance equation (14), one finds
that the validityof the geostrophic wind as anapproximation is upheld. Figure 6 shows the difference between
Yg-lg and Yg-'F. I n areas of small gradients of yg-'G
in figure 4, the quantity displayed in figure 6 may be considered as a scaled stream function of the ageostrophic
component of the "balanced" wind. Inany case,
and
the difference between g2and ?may be simply combined
to determine the ageostrophic component of the
"balanced" wind. It is to be noted that the ageostrophic
wind from figure 6 is, in its general level, an order of
magnitude smaller than the geostrophic wind of figure 1.
In the solution displayed in figure 6, the most pronounced feature is the large-scale circulation about the
center of the chart. This is to be expected, because of
the cyclostrophic effects of the mean circumpolar flow
and othernet cyclonic conditions inthe atmosphere.
However, in an integration over the entire earth, or over
8 hemisphere, the center of the ageostrophic circulation
would undoubtedlybenearthe
pole. The shift of the

With inflow arbitrarilysettoverynearly
geostrophic
values, the ageostrophic component of the balanced wind
near the boundary is forced to be nearly tangent to the
boundary, and the centerof any net circulation otherwise
about the pole is forced away from the pole toward the
center of the chart. This should not be very damagingta
the calculation of the ageostrophic wind over the United
Asian side of the grid
Statesin our grid, butonthe
the calculated ageostrophic wind cannot be expected to
bear any resemblance to reality. The most obvious
remedy for this is a calculation on a hemispheric grid,
which is at present being carried out by theJNWP Unit.
With reservations concerning the boundary errors discussed above, differences between predictions made with
balanced (J) winds and semi-geostrophic (L!?Jwinds must
be due to the inconsistencies between the initial g2wind
and the initial field of B, in terms of the equivalent barotropic balance equation (14). Figure7 shows a prediction made with 7 computed initially from equation (14).
Comparing figures 5 and 7 we find that theresidual spurious anticyclogenesis of the prediction made with g2winds
has been eliminated by bringing the initial wind field into
correspondence with the initial z' field in an equivalent
barotropic sense.
Sufficient
comparisons of this kind
havenotyet
been madeto deLermine the degree of
universality of the improvement of balanced predictions
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wind fields. It can be logically induced that the primary
benefit of balanced winds, as opposed to geostrophic
winds, is not, as has been suggested in the literature, due
to dynamic effects inherent in the balance equation, but
is due to the fact that they satisfy the
law of conservation
of mass.
Ramifications of the predictive consequences discussed
here extend beyond thebarotropic
model. Proposed
baroclinic models until very recently have generally made
free use of the geostrophic approximation, while assuming
vanishing surface pressure tendencies at the lower boundary. There is no theoretical reason to believe, and indeed
there is abundant empirical evidence (Cressman and
Hubert [8]) to deny, the thesis that baroclinic mod& are
less sensitive to the violation of the law of mass conservation implied in the direct use of the geostrophic wind.
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